Simple Worship In The War Room: How To Declutter Your Spiritual Life And Strengthen Your Faith (Battle Plan For Prayer Series Book 2)
Synopsis

Grab a cup of coffee and get cozy......because reading Simple Worship in the War Room by Dr. Dan Lancaster is like having a desperately-needed, long-awaited and heart REVIVING conversation with an old friend. It is no secret that often those who have the most are the unhappiest. We are quick to declutter our homes and offices, but have you ever given thought to the clutter that might be filling your heart? Simple Worship in the War Room is for those who are weary from navigating our harrowed, modern-day culture and are longing to find true, sustainable rest. Or, as Dr. Dan so perfectly describes, it is for those who are homesick for Jesus. Whether you are a new Christian or a seasoned pastor, this book is for you. During his 12 years spent overseas as a missionary to Southeast Asia, Dr. Dan was fortunate to live in a culture vastly different from ours, which allowed him to slow down and experience the true joy found in living every day in Simple Worship. Simple Worship in the War Room provides readers with: Four practical action steps to strengthen your faith and to build your confidence to spread the message of Simple Worship to others A battle plan for those that are hurting and broken and are seeking to learn ways in which to declutter their hearts Straightforward diagrams and analogies that enable the book’s message to come to life Solutions for the disconnect in our modern-day, consumer-driven church By reading this book and applying its principles, you will begin to experience half the sorrow and double the joy in your life. Your relationships with God and with others will be revitalized, and you will finally begin the journey to finding lasting healing and joy.
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Customer Reviews

The author has written another excellent book in simple form that reveals many truths that any one can understand and apply to his/her life. These truths of worship in practice will strengthen disciples lives and bring salvation to others. This book was a blessing to read and highly recommended.

I cannot express how deeply this book impacted me! I was moved to tears several times while reading it, and feel strongly that every Christian NEEDS to hear this message. One of joy, healing and decluttering our hardened hearts. This is book I will readily share over and over again. Thank you, Dr. Dan for imparting your wisdom into this book. Our harrowed culture is in desperate need of this message!

As a person without doctoral training I fully appreciate the simple way of this book. At work I read construction specifications and contracts it is so refreshing to read something that is clear and straightforward. Would recommend to anyone anywhere!

Loved this book! The author gentle nudges the reader to restore what is broken in their own spiritual walk, and for me that was so refreshing and necessary. Loved every page and couldn’t recommend this highly enough for everyone seeking something fresh.

This teaching helps strip away the cumbersome cultural Christianity that can bog us down and frees us from the machine that church has become. We simply are sinners in need of God’s love, which we receive from Him. It strips all the mystery away from loving God with all our heart, soul, mind, and strength, showing us how to live it out in community, multiplying itself many times over. Praise God for this return to the simple Biblical way of applying Jesus’ truth. Applicable for anyone wanting to grow in love for God and others!
I thought this was going to be a book about prayer, but it is way more than that. Dan lays out a plan for small groups of only 4 people that include worship, prayer, Bible study and sharing with others. These groups can be family devotions with children, with people of any age, and even unbelievers that are on their way to find Jesus.

This book made me think of how many families would benefit from this simple tool to use in starting a worship time. And it could be such a blessing for people to start groups that start groups and so on so that the gospel of Christ spreads exponentially.
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